暑期共同閱讀計劃
這個暑假，九年級學生要閱讀
The Poet X 由 Elizabeth Acevedo著
十年級學生閱讀
American Street 由 Ibi Zoboi著
十一級學生閱讀
On The Come Up 由 Angie Thomas著
十二年級學生要閱讀
Born a Crime 由 Trevor Noah 著(成人版)

懸疑
Fake ID ..................................................... Giles
Jane Anonymous ........................................... Stolarz
Monday's Not Coming ................................... Jackson
One of Us is Lying ........................................... McManus
Sadie .......................................................... Summers
Stork ......................................................... Disappeared
Three Truths and a Lie ................................... Hartinger

科幻與幻想
An Ember in the Ashes ...................................... Tahir
Ash ........................................................... Lo
Children of Blood and Bone .......................... Adeyemi
Labyrinth Lost ............................................... Cordova
Legendborn .................................................. Deonn
Leviathan / Behemoth / Goliath ....................... Westerfeld
The City of Sand ............................................ Bachang
The Marrow Thieves ...................................... Dimaline
The Scorpio Races .......................................... Steifvater
The Wrath & the Dawn / The Rose & the Dagger .. Ahdieh
They Both Die at the End .................................. Silvera
We Set the Dark on Fire ................................... Mejia

選集
#NotYourPrincess ........................................ Charleyboy & Leatherdale (ed.)
A Thousand Beginnings and Endings .................. Oh (ed.)
All Out: The No-Longer-Secret Stories Of Queer Teens Through The Ages .. Mitchell (ed.)
Black Enough .............................................. Zoboi (ed.)
Come On In .................................................. Alsadi (ed.)
Dreaming in Indian: Contemporary Native American Voices ... Charleyboy & Leatherdale (ed.)
Fresh Ink ....................................................... Giles (ed.)
Here We Are: Feminism for the Real World .......... Jensen (ed.)
Once Upon an Eid ........................................... Damen (ed.)
Take the Mic!: Fictional Stories of Everyday Resistance .. Morrow

圖文小說
Almost American Girl ..................................... Ha
Brazen: Rebel Ladies Who Rocked the World ............. Bagieu
March (series) .............................................. Lewis
Monster: A Graphic Novel .................................. Myers
The Best We Could Do .................................... Bui
The Magic Fish .............................................. Nguyen
The Outside Circle: A Graphic Novel .................. LaBoucan-Benson
The Prince and the Dressmaker ......................... Wang
They Called Us Enemy ...................................... Takei
Witch Hat Atelier .......................................... Shirahama

傳記與自傳
All Boys Aren't Blue ...................................... Johnson
Autobiography of Malcolm X ........................... X
Becoming Maria ............................................ Manzano
Chadwick Boseman: Forever Our King ................. Johnson
From Broken Glass ........................................ Ross
I am Malala: The Girl Who Stood up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban .. Yousaufzai
Lost Boy, Lost Girl: Escaping Civil War in Sudan ....... Dau
Notes of a Native Son ...................................... Baldwin
Queer, There, and Everywhere: 23 People Who Changed the World .. Prager
Sachiko: A Nagasaki Bomb Survivor's Story .......... Caren
The Other Wes Moore: One Name, Two Fates ......... Moore
The Truths We Hold ........................................ Harris
Things That Make White People Uncomfortable ....... Bennett
What I Talk About When I Talk About Running ........ Murakami

非小說類
An Indigenous People's History for Young Readers ........ Reese
Are Prisons Obsolete ..................................... Davis
Beyond Magenta: Transgender Teens Speak Out .... Kuklin
Big Ideas Simply Explained (series) .................... DK (pub.)
Disability Visibility ......................................... Wong
Dragon Hoops .............................................. Yang
Just Mercy (Young Readers edition) ..................... Stevenson
Letters to a Young Brother: MANIFEST Your Destiny .. Harper
Marvel Comics: The Untold Story ......................... Howe
Period Power: A Manifesto for the Menstrual Movement .. Okamoto
Simeon's Story: An Eyewitness Account of the Kidnapping of Emmett Till .... Wright
Spies of Mississippi: The True Story of the Spy Network that Tried to Destroy the Civil Rights Movement .. Bowers
Stamped: Racism, Anti Racism and You ................. Reynolds & Kendi
The 57 Bus .................................................. Slater
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks ..................... Skloot
Undefeated: Jim Thorpe and the Carlisle Indian School Football Team .................. Sheinkin
Voces sin fronteras: Our Stories, Our Truth / Nuestras historias, nuestra verdad .......... Latin American Youth Center
What if?: Serious Scientific Answers to Absurd Hypothetical Questions ................. Munroe

詩歌
A Time to Dance ........................................ Venkatraman
Between the Lines ............................................ Grimes
Burned / Smoke .......................................... Hopkins
Clap When You Land ..................................... Acvedo
Long Way Down .......................................... Reynolds
Punching the Air ........................................... Zoboi
The Sun and Her Flowers ................................ Kaur
Under the Mesquite ........................................ McCall